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Ten Guidelines for Better Tables
Abstract: Tables are a unique form of visualizing data because, unlike many charts,

they are not usually intended to give a quick, visual representation of data. Instead,
tables are useful when you want to show the exact values of your data or estimates.
They are not the best solution if you want to show a lot of data or if you want to show
the data in a compact space, but a well-designed table can help your reader find
specific numbers and discover patterns and outliers. In this article, I present 10 guidelines for creating better, more effective tables; I then model these lessons by redesigning six tables from articles previously published in the Journal of Benefit-Cost
Analysis.

I. Introduction
It may come as no surprise that many scholars, researchers, and analysts leave the
visual component of their communication efforts to the last minute. Yes, many make
tables, graphs, and other aids as they learn about and analyze their data, but when the
time comes to show those findings in a presentation or written report, the visuals are
often thrown together without carefully considering the needs of the audience or
readers (such as their expertise with the content) or what type of visual is best.
As you work with your data, it's best not to start creating your graphs and tables at
the very end. First, consider whether a visual is needed at all: many graphs are added
to reports simply because the author believes the text needs a visual. Every visual
should have a purpose. It should further the argument you are making or the story you
are telling. You wouldn’t include unnecessary or extraneous variables in your
regression models, nor would you include unnecessary words in your written text,
so take the same approach with your tables, graphs, and diagrams. Second, remember
that your reader may be seeing your content for the first time. Consider that you may
need to explain both the content and the visualization type. You might include
complex jargon or a dense scatterplot in an academic journal, but that same visual
type may not work in a report to a state policymaker (Schwabish 2020a, 2020b).
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The value of better, more effective tables and visualizations is not just that they
“look better” or “pop.” Instead, they tap into humans’ innate ability to better recognize and recall content presented visually rather than as a dense table or bullet points.
Creating better tables may take more time to create, and the people who benefit most
may not even be readers of the Journal of Benefit-Cost Analysis (JBCA). Rather,
consider how much a better table might help a government analyst or someone less
familiar with the topic.
As you consider whether and how to communicate your work to a broader
audience, create a strategic plan for your entire project. Effective data communication
starts with good communications planning, and like any strategic planning, that starts
with a goal. Who is your work for, and what do you want it to accomplish? (For more
guidance, see Schwabish 2020b.)
Because authors who publish in JBCA seem to prefer tables to charts, this article
focuses on better table design. Across nearly 200 separate articles and 5,000 pages of
JBCA back to 2010, authors published more than 750 tables and 300 figures. Among
articles with at least one table, the average number of tables is 4.6; among those with
at least one graph, the average number of graphs is 2.9. Tables tend to show summary
statistics or regression results, though others show some smaller simulations or a
smaller set of numbers.
Tables are a unique form of visualizing data because, unlike many charts, they
are not usually intended to give a quick, visual representation of data. Instead, tables
are useful when you want to show the exact values of your data or estimates. They are
not the best solution if you want to show a lot of data or if you want to show the data in
a compact space, but a well-designed table can help your reader find specific numbers
and discover patterns and outliers.

II. The Proper Anatomy of a Table
Before we talk about better table design, let’s identify the different components of a
table. Identifying the different pieces of a table can help us decide on the different
style decisions that make a table effective. Some of these style decisions will be
subjective and depend on nothing more than your preferences for shading colors, font
size, and line width. Other decisions will help the reader more quickly and effectively
see the patterns, trends, and outliers you are trying to communicate.
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Source: Schwabish (2020a).

1. Title. Use concise, active titles. “Table 1. Regression Results” is not particularly informative. Instead, guide your reader to the conclusion with a title like
“A one-year increase in work experience increases annual earnings 2.8 percent.” Left-aligning the title and subtitle will align with the rest of the table,
creating a grid, which is easier to navigate.
2. Subtitle. This sits below the title, often set in a smaller font size or a different
color. The subtitle should specify the units of the data in the table (such as
“percent” or “thousands of dollars”) or make a secondary point (such as “the
experience effect is greater for men than for women”).
3. Stub heads or column heads. These are the titles of your columns. Differentiate these from the rest of the table cells with boldface type or separate them
with a line, also called a “rule.”
4. Rules. The lines that separate the parts of the table. At minimum, place rules
below the stub heads and between the bottom row and any sources or notes.
5. Borders. Lines that surround the table. Whether to include a border around the
whole table depends on how the table is arranged in the rest of the document.
Sometimes you need to add a visual differentiator to set the table apart, and in
those cases a border is useful. But if too many lines and borders clutter the
document, omit the border altogether.
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6. Columns, rows, and cells. Columns run vertically; rows run horizontally. The
intersecting areas are called cells.
7. Spanner head and spanner rule. The text and line that span multiple columns. Text is usually centered over the columns even if the specific column
headers are left- or right-aligned.
8. Gridlines. The intersecting lines within the table that separate the cells. Use a
light touch with gridlines—heavy gridlines clutter the table and make it harder
for the reader to clearly see the numbers.
9. Footer. The bottom area of a table where you might include a row for the total
or average. As with the stub head, we should differentiate this row from the rest
of the table. We can do so by bolding the numbers, separating them with a line,
or shading the cells with color.
10. Sources and notes. The text below a table containing the citation or additional
details or notes to the table. The Modern Language Association style, for
example, suggests putting the sources first and the notes second.

III. Ten Guidelines for Better Tables
These guidelines will take us from tables that have too much color, too many lines,
and clutter to ones that allow readers to easily see the important numbers and patterns.
In general, these guidelines will move us from an example table on the left to a much
clearer and readable table on the right.

Caption: Inspired by Few (2004) and Cherdarchuk (2014). Hansen (1991) also has a section on good
table design for reports from the US Geological Survey.
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Rule 1. Offset the Heads from the Body
Make your column titles clear. Try using boldface type or lines to offset them from
the numbers and text in the body of the table. It should be clear that the heads are not
data values but categories or labels. In this example, which shows growth rates in per
capita gross domestic product (GDP) for six countries, the column labels are boldface
and separated from the data with a single line.

Rule 2. Use Subtle Dividers Rather Than Heavy Gridlines
You can lighten or even remove many of the heavy borders and dividers in your
tables. Every single cell border is rarely necessary. For series that show the total, use
shading, boldface, or subtle line breaks to distinguish the values.
Notice in the table on the left how the two columns that show the average
(between 2007 and 2011 and between 2012 and 2016) blend in with the other
columns. At a quick glance we likely don’t notice that there is a break in the annual
series. In the version on the right, a light shading in those columns sets them apart.

Rule 3. Right-Align Numbers and Heads
Right-align numbers along the decimal place or comma. We might need to add zeros
to maintain the alignment, but it’s worth it so the numbers are easier to read and scan.
Here, for example, it is much easier to compare the values in the far-right column,
where the numbers are right-aligned, than in either of the other two columns. To
maintain the grid layout, the column header is right-aligned with the numbers as well.
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Similarly, choose the fonts in your tables carefully. Some fonts use what are
called “oldstyle figures,” in which some numbers drop below the horizontal baseline,
like the letters p or g or q do. This is fine when numbers are not data, such as when
numbering chapters in a novel. But in data tables, oldstyle figures can be distracting
and more difficult to read. Always use fonts that have “lining numbers,” meaning all
the numerals rest on the baseline and none drop below it.
Notice how the commas and decimal points in this table don’t line up with
custom fonts, such as Karla and Cabin. When choosing a font, be mindful that the
numerals are not always the same size. Also be aware that oldstyle figures, such as
those used in Georgia, drop some of the digits below the horizontal baseline (I’ve
added an underline in each cell to make this clear).

Rule 4. Left-Align Text and Heads
Once we’ve right-aligned the numbers, we should left-align the text. The English
language is read from left to right, so lining up the entries in that way generates an
even, vertical border and is more natural for the reader. Notice how much easier it is to
read the country names in the far-right column than in the other two columns.
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Rule 5. Select the Appropriate Level of Precision
Precision to the fifth decimal place is rarely necessary. Consider a balance between
necessary precision and a clean, spare table. The per capita GDP growth rate, for
example, is never reported to five decimals—that would be unnecessary and suggest
a level of precision not supported by the data. But don’t use too few digits, either.
Reporting per capita GDP growth as whole numbers masks important variation
across countries.

Rule 6. Guide Your Reader with Space between Rows and
Columns
Your use of space in and around the table can influence the order in which someone
reads the data. In the table on the left, for example, there is more space between the
columns than between the rows, so the eye is drawn to read the table top to bottom
rather than left to right. By comparison, the table on the right has more space between
the rows than between the columns, so the eye is more likely to track horizontally
rather than vertically. Use spacing strategically to match the order you want your
reader to take in the table.
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Rule 7. Remove Unit Repetition
Our reader knows that the values in the table are dollars because we told them in the
title or subtitle. Repeating the symbol throughout the table is overkill and adds clutter.
Use the title or column title area to define the units, or place them in the first row only
(remembering to align the numbers along the decimal). If the table contains more than
one unit, be sure to make the labels clear.

Rule 8. Highlight Outliers
Rather than showing just 6 countries and 3 years of data in the previous table, what if
we need to show 20 countries and 10 years? In this case, we might want to highlight
outlier values by making the text boldface, shading it with color, or even shading
entire cells. Some readers will wade through all of the numbers in the table because
they need specific information, but many readers likely only need the most important
values. Guiding them to those important numbers lets them answer their own questions about the data or better understand your argument.
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Rule 9. Group Similar Data and Increase White Space
Reduce repetition by grouping similar data or labels. Similar to eliminating dollar
signs on every number value, we can reduce some of the clutter in our tables by
grouping like terms or labels. In this example, grouping the names of the country
regions reduces the amount of information repeated in the first column. We can also
use spanner heads and rules to combine the cells and reduce unnecessary repetition.
In this example, I’ve also applied some of the other guidelines discussed so far, such
as left-aligning text, right-aligning numbers, and using boldface headers and footers.
Although grouping like elements helps reduce the amount of clutter on the page,
posting tables online may require some concessions in this regard. If you post tables
to websites as images, users will be unable to copy and paste data from the table, and
screen readers (which iterate through the table cells and read the values out loud) will
be unable to recognize the data values. Instead, because of current constraints in web
programming languages and formats, you might need to forgo spanner heads and
other special formatting decisions (depending on what tools you use to post your
table).
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Rule 10. Add Visualizations When Appropriate
We can make larger changes to our tables by adding small visualizations. Just like
highlighting outliers with color or boldface, we can add many different small data
visualizations to our table to make it easier to navigate and help your reader find the
patterns and trends you want to highlight.
One way to demonstrate this rule is to consider how we might incorporate visuals
into this table from the US Department of Agriculture’s Food and Nutrition Service.
It shows the number of people who participate in the Food Distribution Programs on
Indian Reservations, presenting participation estimates for 24 states over fiscal years
2013 through 2016 as well as preliminary estimates for fiscal year 2017. Note the
very dark, thick gridlines, which clutter the table and make it difficult to read. If we
zoom in, we can see that the numbers are top-aligned in each cell, which cuts them off
ever so slightly.
FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS: PERSONS PARTICIPATING
(Data as of March 9, 2018)
FY 2013
FY 2014
FY 2015
FY 2016
FY 2017
Preliminary
Alaska
204
347
479
650
724
Arizona
10,835
11,556
11,880
11,887
11,235
California
5,593
5,495
5,159
4,795
4,463
Colorado
419
454
402
442
353
Idaho
1,440
1,566
1,688
1,706
1,530
Kansas
416
551
569
592
613
Michigan
1,299
1,846
1,971
2,061
1,960
Minnesota
2,297
2,756
2,645
2,600
2,487
Mississippi
701
863
958
1,056
1,169
Montana
2,375
3,144
3,149
3,313
3,271
Nebraska
1,010
1,229
1,339
1,396
1,267
Nevada
1,373
1,611
1,508
1,468
1,328
New Mexico
2,533
2,853
2,966
2,890
2,809
New York
380
384
369
452
350
North Carolina
584
736
743
700
671
North Dakota
3,840
4,800
4,976
5,661
5,569
Oklahoma
25,678
29,012
31,042
33,588
32,795
Oregon
678
871
800
785
687
South Dakota
7,457
8,123
8,208
8,505
8,525
Texas
117
131
142
124
114
Utah
117
167
217
421
384
Washington
3,164
3,185
3,284
3,410
3,221
Wisconsin
2,441
2,978
3,240
3,442
3,367
Wyoming
657
742
881
1,096
1,190
TOTAL
75,608
85,397
88,615
93,038
90,083
State

204
10,835
5,593
419
1,440
416
1,299
2 297

347
11,556
5,495
454
1,566
551
1,846
2 756

479
11,880
5,159
402
1,688
569
1,971
2 645

FDPIR is an alternative to the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program for Indian tribal organizations which
prefer food distribution. Participation numbers are 12-month averages. Data are subject to revision.

Source: US Department of Agriculture
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Bar charts or icons. One simple approach is to use small bar charts or icons to
illustrate a series. Quickly examining the original table, it’s tough to tell by how much
program participation in Oklahoma exceeds the rest of the states, but after adding a
small bar chart, the magnitude becomes much clearer. An alternative is to add an icon
to mark increases or decreases over the entire period; the table on the right does so by
including an upward or downward triangle to the end of each row.

Heatmap. Another way to add a visual element to a table is to convert it to a
heatmap. Heatmaps use colors and color saturations to represent data values. Simply
put, a heatmap is a table with color-coded cells. They are often used to visualize highfrequency data or when seeing general patterns is more important than exact values.
This table could be reimagined as a heatmap, with lighter blue shades encoding
smaller values and darker blue shades encoding larger values.
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Sparklines. Another option is to add sparklines, small line charts that are typically used in data-rich tables and may appear at the end of a row or column. The
purpose of sparklines is not necessarily to help the reader find specific values but
instead to track general patterns and trends. In this example, we can show just the
values for the first and last year in the data (2000 and 2015) but use the sparkline to
help the reader quickly and easily see the pattern in the intervening years. So rather
than providing a dense table with 16 data columns, we can use sparklines (with the
addition of color to highlight the series that declined over the period) let the reader
easily and quickly see the trends.
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IV. Table Redesigns
With these guidelines in hand and the emphasis on publishing tables in JBCA, we can
now turn to some practical examples of how to improve table design to more
effectively communicate the content. The following tables were chosen as a representative set of visuals from JBCA that I felt could be improved. The changes I make
are by no means the only ways to modify the tables, but my general approach is to try
to follow the guidelines just discussed. In general, there is no “right” or “wrong”
approach, just different ways of making improvements. As you develop an eye for
better table design, you will develop your own aesthetic, approach, and preferences.
Another caveat about good table design is to consider the formatting decisions
journal typesetters and copyeditors often make. At times, these formatting decisions
go against best practices and may make the tables more difficult to read than the
authors’ original. In addition to individual researchers learning how and why to create
more effective tables, journal editors should also work with their staffs to improve the
publication process.
My goal in this section is not to criticize these authors or their efforts. With help
from the JBCA editor, authors of each table were contacted and their permission
granted to use these tables in this article. I am grateful to those authors for granting me
permission to use their work here and for the valuable feedback and suggestions they
provided.

Example 1. Basic Tables
The first table we can rethink is a basic table of value of a statistical life (VSL)
estimates for about a dozen countries around the world. (In simple terms, VSL is an
estimate for how much people are willing to pay for improvements in safety or,
similarly, reductions in risk.) Eight columns consist of a variety of income, consumption, and VSL estimates, with all but one representing income. There are a few
obvious things we might want to change in this table: dollar signs appear in front of
nearly every number, which adds unnecessary clutter; the numbers are centered,
which makes them more difficult to compare across rows; and the entire table sits
within a grid that, though not too visually heavy, could be lightened or removed. The
authors include a very nice visual accent by using cell shading and boldface to
indicate when future income exceeds the VSL estimate.
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Table 2. Extrapolated VSL Compared to Future Income and Consumption
(2007 dollars, 3 percent discount rate, purchasing power parity)
Country

Annual
Annual
Per Capita
Per Capita
GNI
Consumption

Midpoint
LEa

Future
Incomeb

Future
Consumptionb

Extrapolated VSLc
Elasticity
=1.0

Elasticity
=1.5

Elasticity
=2.0

United
States

$45,850

$33,915

45

$1,124,183

$831,545

$6,300,000 $6,300,000 $6,300,000

South
Korea

$24,750

$12,928

41

$579,457

$302,670

$3,400,800 $2,498,600 $1,835,700

Mexico

$12,580

$9,393

43

$302,731

$226,029

$1,728,500 $905,400

$474,300

South
Africa

$9,560

$6,239

34

$203,050

$132,517

$1,313,600 $599,800

$273,900

Thailand

$7,880

$4,760

38

$177,995

$107,530

$1,082,700 $448,900

$186,100

China

$5,370

$1,857

42

$126,506

$43,750

$737,900

$252,500

$86,400

India

$2,740

$1,542

41

$64,310

$36,199

$376,500

$92,000

$22,500

Kenya

$1,540

$1,279

40

$35,410

$29,418

$211,600

$38,800

$7,100

Tanzania

$1,200

$866

36

$26,361

$19,024

$164,900

$26,700

$4,300

Uganda

$920

$866

37

$20,515

$19,311

$126,400

$17,900

$2,500

Ethiopia

$780

$506

42

$18,509

$11,998

$107,200

$14,000

$1,800

Mozambique

$690

$643

36

$15,041

$14,025

$94,800

$11,600

$1,400

Liberia

$290

$280

41

$6,773

$6,535

$39,800

$3,200

$300

Notes:
See text for information on data sources and calculations.
a. Life expectancy (LE) at mid-point age.
b. Present value of future income or consumption, discounted at 3 percent.
c. Shading indicates that future income exceeds VSL estimate; shading and bold indicates that future
consumption also exceeds VSL estimate.

Source: Hammitt and Robinson (2011).

A redesigned version of this table doesn’t completely scrap all the elements.
Instead of including dollar signs on every number, we include them only in the first
row. We remove the internal grid, making the table lighter and easier to navigate. We
left-align the title and subtitle to help build a grid for the entire visual. Column heads
are right-justified along with the numbers in the table, which makes all of the content
easier to read and compare.
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Example 2. Regression Tables
Another common table type in JBCA is one that shows regression results. There are
no shortage of tables that show point estimate after point estimate and standard error
after standard error. Even though all the numbers are important, such tables can be
improved to facilitate easier comparison of values (see also Schwabish 2016).
The table on the left (one of the simplest I could find with only two models and
three point estimates) includes all of the standard material. But notice how the
asterisks push the coefficient estimates in the first two rows to the left, making
comparisons with the standard errors and the non–statistically significant estimate
in the third column more difficult.
The redesigned table right-aligns all the numbers. Here, there is space for the
asterisks and the closing parentheses to the right so that the decimals line up. A bit of
space between the point estimates and the number of observations and R2 helps
distinguish the two sections from one another. I also think additional white space lets
us get away with not aligning these numbers with the point estimates above.
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Log earnings equaons with individual and me ﬁxed effects, KCTCS administrave

Educaon

Males

Females

Associate’s Degree
Diploma
Cerﬁcate
Observaons
Students
R
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. These data include
students who enrolled in KCTCS from 2002 to 2003. Earnings data are from 2000 to 2006. The
dependent variable is the log of quarterly earnings. All earnings data have been converted to
2007 dollars using the CPI-U. The equaon esmated includes variables for age, age squared,
interacons with nonwhite in addion to individual and me (quarter) ﬁxed effects.

Source: Blomquist et al. (2014).

Example 3. Heatmaps
We now move from table redesigns that make changes that are primarily aesthetic to
ones that are more substantial and that start adding more visual content. By using
more visuals, such as small bar charts, lines, or colors we can highlight important
trends or values for our reader.
One approach that I often use is to convert a basic table to a heatmap.
Two different examples can help demonstrate how best to use heatmaps. The first
example uses this table that shows the distribution of VSL by quantile. Estimates are
split across seven quantile points and separated into two major (all-set and best-set
estimates) and six minor categories. In the published table, the negative numbers
stand out—the minus sign is pretty obvious—as are the larger numbers to the right
side of the table.
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Table 2 Distributions of VSL estimates by quantile.
5%

10%

25%

50%

75%

90%

95%

Whole sample

–1.695

0.444

4.490

9.672

15.374

25.533

35.721

USA

–1.695

0.889

5.264

10.255

15.415

24.834

33.350

Non-USA

–1.782

0.038

1.097

7.144

15.272

26.123

63.182

USA CFOI

1.793

4.299

7.236

11.108

16.791

27.718

35.722

–4.887

–1.732

0.573

4.039

12.981

24.825

24.825

Whole sample

1.243

1.470

4.339

10.137

15.656

22.681

26.434

USA

1.470

1.922

4.551

10.176

13.458

19.192

22.681

Non-USA

0.082

1.243

3.311

7.854

20.532

25.051

39.418

USA CFOI

3.347

5.396

8.252

10.242

13.510

19.686

33.054

USA non-CFOI

1.335

1.470

3.377

9.032

13.458

19.192

22.681

All-set estimates

USA non-CFOI
Best-set estimates

a Note: For the all-set sample, N = 1025. For the best-set sample, N = 68.

Source: Viscusi (2018).

A heatmap, however, makes differentiating the values even easier. With this
approach, we assign colors to the different values, here varying from orange for the
lowest numbers to white for the median value (9.9) to blue for the highest numbers.
Three approaches are shown below, one with the numbers included in the cells
(notice how they are all aligned along the decimal) and two others without the
numbers. The third option changes what the middle value is: rather than 9.9, the
actual median value of the point estimates shown, we separate the estimates into
positive and negative values and set the middle value to zero. Which approach is
better depends on the context and content of the table.
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Another scenario to consider a heatmap is when presenting binary data. In this
example, difference-in-difference results are summarized into negative and positive
values. In many ways, it is refreshing that the authors decided not to show all of the
exact point estimates for all of their models—how many readers spend the time
necessary to decipher and digest all of the numbers and their meanings in such dense
tables? Instead, the authors took a simple approach to summarize the sign (and
statistical significance) of the estimates, which is presumably the most important
message they wanted to convey.
We can take this one step further. Rather than using the words in each cell, what
about using color? Here, yellow (light gray in the printed version) denotes negative
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values and blue (dark gray) denotes positive values, with statistical significance still
indicated with asterisks. (It is best to avoid using a red-green color palette because
about 10 percent of the population has a form of color vision deficiency, commonly
known as color blindness, that makes discerning between reds and greens difficult).
Again, using color in this way helps draw the eye around the page and makes it
easier and faster for the reader to grasp and process the data presented.
Table 3 Difference-in-difference results for MACT-regulated plants.
Paired industries

Potpourri industries

Printing

Printing

and

Pulp and

and

Pulp and

Petroleum

Pharma-

Wood

publishing

paper

publishing

paper

refining

ceuticals

furniture

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Positive

Negative

Negative

*

***

***

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Positive

Negative

Negative

***

***

*

Negative

Negative

Negative

Positive

***

***

***

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

*

**

**

*

***

***

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

ment

***

**

**

***

LCV

Positive

Positive

Positive

Negative

Negative

Positive

Positive

Transition
Year
Compliance
Year
Ex post

Negative

Year
Production
Nonattain-

Positive

Negative
Positive

**
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Source: Fraas and Egorenkov (2018).
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Example 3. Using Charts Instead
We have moved from redesigning simple tables with some basic cleanup and
organization to heatmaps where we included some color in the cells. Next, we will
dramatically modify tables to include charts and graphs. This is not to propose that
tables be completely replaced with charts; instead, these examples show how to add
more visual content to your tables. This lets the reader obtain the detailed values
while more easily seeing the important trends and patterns.
The easiest way to implement this approach is to take a basic table and add a
simple line or bar chart. In the table on the left, a reader can easily scan the table and
see the values, but it’s harder to see the patterns in the data. It’s also slightly harder to
compare the values because they are not aligned along the decimal. By contrast, the
version on the right keeps the core table, aligns the numbers along the decimal point,
and adds a small bar chart to the right. Here, we can clearly see a larger mass near the
center of the values and a large spike in the final category.

Source: Sunstein (2019).

In this next example, we move from a simple, basic table to a large, full-page
(landscape-oriented) table. Here, with just four columns, the table contains enough
names, labels, and numbers to make it difficult to read. The table is also sorted in the
least useful way: alphabetically by author. To better understand how the point
estimates in these papers compare, I would organize them by some other variable,
such as year of publication, country of sample, or method.
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Article

Country of sample

Methodology

Alberini et al. (2004)
Bellavance et al. (2009)
Bowland and Beghin (2001)
Corso et al. (2001)
Costa and Kahn (2004)
De Blaeij et al. (2003)
Doucouliagos et al. (2012)
Doucouliagos et al. (2014)

United States and Canada
Global
Global
United States
United States
Global
Global
Global

Hammitt et al. (2000)
Hammitt and Zhou (2006)
Hammitt and Ibarrarán (2006)
Hammitt and Haninger (2010)
Hoffmann et al. (2017)
Kniesner et al. (2010)
Lindhjem et al. (2011)
Liu et al. (1997)
Miller (2000)

Taiwan
China
Mexico
United States
China
United States
Global
Global
Global

Mrozek and Taylor (2002)
OECD (2012)

Global
Global

Stated preference
Meta-analysis of labor market studies
Meta-analysis of labor market and stated preference studies
Stated preference
Longitudinal study
Meta-analysis of road safety studies
Meta-analysis of labor market studies
Meta-meta-analysis of labor market and stated preference
meta-analyses
Longitudinal study
Stated preference
Cross-country comparison
Stated preference
Stated preference
Quantile regression labor market study
Meta-analysis of stated preference studies
Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis of labor market, consumer market, and stated
preference studies
Meta-analysis of labor market studies
Meta-analysis of stated preference studies

Viscusi and Aldy (2003)
Viscusi (2015)
Viscusi and Masterman (2017b)

Global
Global
Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies
Meta-analysis of labor market studies
Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Wang and Mullahy (2006)

China

Stated preference

Source: Masterman and Viscusi (2018).

Range of elasticities
0.2–0.3
0.72–1.08
1.7–2.3
0.4
1.5–1.7
0.50–1.67
0.20–0.38
0.25–0.63
2.0–3.0
0.06–0.20
1.4–2.0
0.1–0.3
0.2–0.6
1.23–2.24
0.7–1.3
0.53
0.85–1.00
0.46–0.49
0.7–1.3
0.46–0.61
0.76–1.13
0.51 for U.S. sample, 1.10
for international sample
1.40
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Table 1 Literature review.

Article

Country of Sample

Methodology

Wang and Mullahy (2006)

China

Stated prefernce

Hoffmann et al. (2017)

China

Stated preference

Hammitt and Zhou (2006)

China

Stated preference

Bowland and Beghin (2001)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market and stated preference studies

De Blaeij et al. (2003)

Global

Meta-analysis of road safety studies

Lindhjem et al. (2011)

Global

Meta-analysis studies

OECD (2012)

Global

Meta-analysis of stated preference studies

Viscusi (2015)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Viscusi and Masterman (2017b)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Bellavance et al. (2009)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Miller (2000)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market, consumer market, and stated preference studies

Doucouliagos et al. (2014)

Global

Meta-meta-analysis of labor market and stated preference meta-analyses

Viscusi and Aldy (2003)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Liu et al. (199 )

Global

Meta-analysis

Mrozek and Taylor (2002)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Doucouliagos et al. (2012)

Global

Meta-analysis of labor market studies

Hammitt and Ibarrarán (2006)

Mexico

Cr comparison

Hammitt et al. (2000)

Taiwan

Longitudinal study

Kniesner et al. (2010)

United States

Quantile regression labor market study

Costa and Kahn (2004)

United States

Longitudinal stud

Corso et al. (2001)

United States

Stated preference

Hammitt and Haninger (2010)

United States

Stated preference

Alberini et al. (2004)

United States and Canada

Stated preference

Range of elasticities

1.40
0.20

0.60

0.06

0.20
1.70
0.50
0.70

2.30
1.67

1.30

0.70
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1.03

0.76

1.13

0.51

1.10

0.27

1.08
0.85

0.25

1.00

0.63

0.46

0.61

0.53 0.53
0.46 0.49
0.20
0.38
1.40

2.00
2.00

1.23

3.00
2.24

1.50

1.70

0.40
0.10
0.30
0.20 0.30
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5
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To make this table easier to read, we can replace the list of numbers in the farright column with a bar chart. The first step in this approach is to sort the data, first by
country of sample and then by the value of the elasticities. A span chart (a type of bar
chart), with the left edge marking the lower range of elasticities and the right edge
marking the higher range, shows the gap and the magnitude of the estimated numbers. I have added some light gridlines to segment the table by five country groups.
This approach shows all of the information in the original table. We kept all the
labels and all the numbers but added a visual element that makes the elasticity
estimates easy to read and compare across the different cited papers. Rather than
simply providing all of the information in a dense table that is difficult for anyone to
read, this approach helps make an argument, which is the point of including the table.
Table 5a Kernel propensity-score-matching QDID estimation of the all three survey delivery mechanisms. Quantile DID regression estimates were estimated for the 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 0.9 quantiles. Dependent Variable: Log Consumption.
Quantile DID estimates
Quantile

QDID – Overall

QDID – Mail

QDID – Online

−0.0815***

−0.0631***

−0.117***

(0.0135)

(0.0104)

(0.027)

−0.0562***

−0.0348***

−0.0922***

(0.00908)

(0.00769)

(0.0179)

−0.0487***

−0.0351***

−0.0721***

(0.00815)

(0.00739)

(0.0174)

0.75

−0.0368***

−0.0193**

−0.0706***

(0.00889)

(0.00853)

(0.0181)

0.9

−0.0298***

−0.0013

−0.0754***

(0.0111)

(0.0121)

(0.0248)

0.1
0.25
0.5

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. Estimations are adjusted for seasonality using seasonal
dummies. We also tested the equality of coefficients, and the differences between coefficients are
statistically significant.
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Source: Kniesner and Rustamov (2018).

So far, we’ve seen how to create cleaner tables that make it easier for us to find
patterns and extreme values. But what about turning an entire table into a graph or
chart?
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Here is an example of a regression table with more regression coefficients than
we saw above. Here, there are three different quantile regression models estimated for
five different quantiles. Our basic table guidelines would suggest (at least) using a
shorter, more active title and aligning the decimals.
Instead of showing this as a detailed table, which requires readers to navigate the
chart on their own, search for large and small values, and look for which estimates are
statistically significant and which are not, let’s convert it to a simple bar chart. Here,
the three models are arranged across the five quantile groups, with black error bars
denoting the standard error. In this view, we more clearly see the relative magnitudes
of the estimates, but we also see the declining values for the Overall and Mail groups
as the quantile increases, and the slight curvature in the Online group.

But applying error bars to bar charts raises a potentially interesting complication:
some research suggests that we tend to judge the points that fall within the bar as more
likely than those outside the bar (known as “within-the-bar” bias, discussed by
Correll and Gleicher 2014), and other research has found that we can better judge
uncertainty and the distribution with other types of graphs, such as the violin plot,
stripe plot, or gradient plot (see Hullman, Resnick, and Adar 2015).
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Another option is to use what is called a “dot plot” or a “Cleveland dot plot”
(sometimes also called a dumbbell chat, barbell chart, or gap chart). Here, each dot
represents a single point estimate, with error bars (again) capturing the standard error.

To help with clarity, the color of the dots and lines differs for each of the five
quantiles. This graph has less ink than the bar chart, but it is perhaps more difficult
to see the changes in the estimates across the distribution. (Another way to create the
dot plot is to keep the dots on the same horizontal line, but that approach makes it
more difficult to show error bars.)

V. Conclusion
For researchers, scholars, and practitioners who want their readers to understand their
work quickly and accurately, presentation matters. Effective tables are well organized, reduce clutter to keep the focus on the important points, and will sometimes
integrate visual components. With the increased flexibility of even basic software
programs, scholars and analysts can learn and think about better visual presentation
of their work with even less investment of time and energy.
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